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Stale Donuts
Accepted into the Family of Earthborn after the ship
Colony crashes on war-ravaged Earth, fourteen-yearold Welkin learns that his former shipmates are
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plotting to kill off all remaining Earthborns and must
utilize his knowledge of both sides in order to counter
an attack of unexpected brutality. By the author of
The Earthborn.

Asylum
The first book in a new series based on the awardwinning, bestselling collectible-miniature fantasy
game--a spellbinding tale of intrigue, mystery, and
betrayal among warlords, mages, and revolutionaries.
Original.

One Hundred Choice Selections
The slasher film genre got its start in the early 1960s
when acclaimed filmmakers such as Alfred Hitchcock
and Michael Powell made provocative mainstream
film such as Psycho and Peeping Tom, but it is most
associated with the late 1970s releases of Halloween
and Friday the 13th and the many sequels and
imitators that followed. They have been frightening
and thrilling audiences ever since with their bloody
scenes and crazed killers. This filmography catalogs
more than 150 slasher films. Entries provide major
cast and production credits, a plot synopsis, a short
critique and often interesting production notes. Some
of the films covered include Alice, Sweet Alice,
American Psycho, The Burning, Cherry Falls, Curtains,
Deep Red, Frenzy, Hide and Go Shriek, Maniac, Prom
Night, Scream, Sleepaway Camp, Slumber Party
Massacre, and The Texas Chainsaw Massacre.
Filmographies are provided for slasher directors,
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actors, writers, and composers.

Fiery Darts: Satan's Weapon of Choice
hrough a dazzling combination of memoir, history,
reporting, visual culture, literature, and theology,
Sarah Sentilles offers an impassioned defense of life
lived by peace and principle. It is a literary collage
with an urgent hope at its core: that art might offer
tools for remaking the world. In Draw Your Weapons,
Sentilles tells the true stories of Howard, a
conscientious objector during World War II, and Miles,
a former prison guard at Abu Ghraib, and in the
process she challenges conventional thinking about
how war is waged, witnessed, and resisted. The
pacifist and the soldier both create art in response to
war: Howard builds a violin; Miles paints portraits of
detainees. With echoes of Susan Sontag and Maggie
Nelson, Sentilles investigates images of violence from
the era of slavery to the drone age. In doing so, she
wrestles with some of our most profound questions:
What does it take to inspire compassion? What impact
can one person have? How should we respond to
violence when it feels like it can't be stopped?

Clan
In Upright Women Wanted, award-winning author
Sarah Gailey reinvents the pulp Western with an
explicitly antifascist, near-future story of queer
identity. “That girl’s got more wrong notions than a
barn owl’s got mean looks.” Esther is a stowaway.
She’s hidden herself away in the Librarian’s book
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wagon in an attempt to escape the marriage her
father has arranged for her—a marriage to the man
who was previously engaged to her best friend. Her
best friend who she was in love with. Her best friend
who was just executed for possession of resistance
propaganda. The future American Southwest is full of
bandits, fascists, and queer librarian spies on
horseback trying to do the right thing. Praise for
Upright Women Wanted "A good old-fashioned horse
opera for the 22nd century. Gunslinger librarians of
the apocalypse are on a mission to spread public
health, decency, and the revolution."—Charles Stross
"A dazzling neo-western adventure. . . . Gailey’s
gorgeous writing and authentic characters make this
slim volume a pure delight."—Publishers Weekly,
starred review At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Vanity Fair
When Cassie was little her grandmother would tell her
stories about the Arctic… stories about snow and ice,
about a beautiful castle made of ice, and about her
mother, who made a deal with the Polar Bear King
and was swept away to the ends of the earth to
become a prisoner of the trolls. Cassie is older now
and has no time for fairytales and talking animals, or
lies about her dead mother. Living with her father at
the Arctic research centre, she is determined to
become a leading scientist and researcher. But when
Cassie comes face to face with a mysterious polar
bear, one that defies all scientific fact or knowledge,
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she begins realise that the fairytales could actually be
true. Armed with the knowledge that her mother
might be alive, Cassie makes a deal with the Polar
Bear King, and embarks on a dangerous journey
against time to save her. But her agreement with the
Polar Bear King comes with consequences she never
bargained for, and before her journey's end Cassie
will discover the true meaning of love and family, and
loss. A compelling romantic fantasy set in the
beautiful frozen Arctic.

Soulmates
Three people. Three stories. And a desperate race for
survival in a country caught up in the hell of war. Nick
Scott fought in the SAS—the elite Special Forces unit
of the British Army—during the first Gulf War.
Captured and tortured, he was left a broken man. His
daughter Sarah is a beautiful young scientist at
Cambridge University who appears to have cracked
one of the great scientific secrets of our age—cold
fusion. Now, she has vanished. Sarah's longtime onand-off boyfriend, Jed Bradley, is one of the SAS's
toughest young soldiers. Nick and Jed have never
gotten along because Nick doesn't want his daughter
dating a soldier. Deep down, Jed reckons he joined the
SAS just to win Nick's approval. Reluctantly, the two
men combine their efforts to rescue Sarah and soon
they are caught up in a global power play—a deadly
web of intrigue in which Nick and Jed encounter a
traitorous scientist willing to sell out his country; a
sinister Arab intent on destroying Western civilization;
and a beautiful but manipulative intelligence agent
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whose motives are unclear. Nick and Jed must fight
their way through a war-ravaged Iraq as the regime of
Saddam Hussein collapses around them. It is a heartstopping desperate race to find the woman they both
love—and to unlock the secret of the Ultimate
Weapon

A Choice of Weapons
Bonny Kate, Pioneer Lady, is a classic romantic love
story which begins in July of 1776 when Lieutenant
John Sevier meets Catharine Sherrill, pulling her over
the wall of Watauga Fort to escape the deadly pursuit
of Cherokee warriors. The lieutenant, considered the
handsomest man in the west, is also the most
charming, fun-loving, and active man among the
leaders of the fort. The beautiful, unmarried,
Catharine quickly develops warm feelings for a man
she regards as her personal hero. Even after finding
out the lieutenant is already married, she feels an
attraction to him that never fails to delight her in
every innocent encounter. By the time the siege ends
and the life of the community returns to normal, she
has a new nick-name, Bonny Kate, and a new
reputation as someone to watch out for. Finding true
love and settling new territory is not easy in a country
at war, but Bonny Kate finds a new best friend when
she meets Sarah, the matchmaker. Inspired by Sarahs
example, Bonny Kate overcomes all obstacles and
makes the right choices, until Divine Providence
intervenes, and reveals the true purpose that fulfills
her destiny.
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A Hungry Heart
Severed 2
Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls
trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grown-up fantasy
with all the magic of Harry Potter and Twilight”
(People). Now “[a] hot show that’s like Twilight meets
Outlander” (Thrillist) airing Sundays on AMC and BBC
America, as well as streaming on Sundance Now and
Shudder. Deborah Harkness’s sparkling debut, A
Discovery of Witches, has brought her into the
spotlight and galvanized fans around the world. In this
tale of passion and obsession, Diana Bishop, a young
scholar and a descendant of witches, discovers a longlost and enchanted alchemical manuscript, Ashmole
782, deep in Oxford's Bodleian Library. Its
reappearance summons a fantastical underworld,
which she navigates with her leading man, vampire
geneticist Matthew Clairmont. Harkness has created a
universe to rival those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon,
and Elizabeth Kostova, and she adds a scholar's depth
to this riveting tale of magic and suspense. The story
continues in book two, Shadow of Night, and
concludes with The Book of Life.

One Hundred Choice Selections in Poetry
and Prose
Rise Catholic Women
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“Gordon Parks’s spectacular rise from poverty,
personal hardships, and outright racism is astounding
and inspiring.” —from the foreword by Wing Young
Huie

Upright Women Wanted
The future stretches out in front of Sarah Dobbs like
the pure blue Texas sky. Leaving the past behind in
Philadelphia, mail-order bride Sarah arrives in San
Antonio ready to greet her groom, Austin Canfield, a
man she has never met but whose letters have won
her heart from afar. But there is one problem--he has
died. And Sarah cannot go back East. As Sarah tries to
reconcile herself to a future that is drastically
changed, Austin's brother, Clay, struggles with his
own muddled plans. Though he dislikes working on
the family ranch and longs for a different life, Clay is
driven to avenge his brother's death. But something
between them is growing and neither Clay nor Sarah
is ready to admit it. Book 1 of the Texas Dreams
series, Paper Roses will sweep readers into the Hill
Country with a tale of love and loss, closed doors and
beautiful possibilities that will leave them wanting
more.

Haunted Heritage
Daughters of Sarah
There is no available information at this time.
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Masquerade
A city full of mindless killers outside. An asylum
housing ten of the most notorious insane criminals
inside. And a veteran psychiatrist and his staff caught
in the middle. “Asylum” follows the story of Doctor
Todd Whittakers, chief psychiatrist of Redgate
Asylum, as a cataclysm of horrifying proportions lays
waste to the city’s population and reduces everyone
to homicidal maniacs. To protect his asylum as it falls
under siege from the city outside, Whittakers is forced
to release his patients and try to work with them. But
as the doctor and his staff try to defend Redgate from
the violence and insanity outside, their greatest
threat may be their own inability to trust each other

Trail Stalker
The book centers on a warrior (Trugard) who is
protecting his village from vampires only to be cursed
to be a vampire himself by a witch. He is shown a
vision, but wants to recapture his humanity. He ends
up battling one of his long time friends (Jiinstardt)
who now has a blood lust for power and control.
Trugard ends up falling in love for the first time with a
girl (Sarah) who does not know her life will be
changed forever with the disappearance of her best
friend and the death of a classmate. This book
challenges the mind and is mysterious, gory, and
action oriented. Readers will enjoy how fast the story
moves along and how colorful and animated the
characters are. Be ready for a joyride from the past to
the present in this book.
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Missionary Biography. The Memoir of
Sarah B. Judson, member of the
American Mission to Burmah. By Fanny
Forester (Miss Emily C. or rather, E. E.
Chubbuck). With an introductory notice,
by Edward Bean Underhill
Women hold the key for the solution to success in our
Roman Catholic Church. This key has been hidden!
Rise Catholic Women will not only tell you why, but
how women can unlock the secrets that have been
hidden from them, and expose the unnecessary
control of men in decision making in the church. This
informative book provides mostly unknown facts
about the reasons priests are not allowed to marry. It
answers questions that our pastors have been
encouraged not to discuss. Sarah Harding shows us
that even though statistics show the Catholic church
is doing well in the United States, the influx of the
Latino communities in our Church has covered up the
fact that the non- Latino Catholic population has
diminished. The shortage of priests has affected the
salvation of souls to a large degree. Women need to
rise and face the challenge to be heard. We need all
our priests, not just those who have courageously
endured celibacy, but the other one third who have
left the Church to marry. There are twenty-thousand
priests in the United States alone who have left the
Church to marry. These priests could be called back
to shepherd our churches. You hold the key to unlock
the door for them to help save our Roman Catholic
Church in America. Note from the author: I am
extremely grateful for the professional help given to
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me by my daughter and granddaughter, Mary Alice
Loucks and Nicole McMahon.

Rebel Thunder
Pakistan's Enduring Challenges
The Speaker's Garland and Literary
Bouquet
The eminent photographer, composer, filmmaker, and
writer reflects on his personal life and professional
achievements, describing his disadvantaged
childhood, his Depression-era years, and the
prestigious awards he has received.

Ice
Explore the world of the Mortal Instruments with
Cassandra Clare and more Join Cassandra Clare and a
Circle of more than a dozen top YA writers, including
New York Times bestsellers Holly Black, Rachel Caine,
and Kami Garcia, as they write about the Mortal
Instruments series, its characters, and its world.
Inside you’ll read: • A cinematic tutorial on why the
best friend (Simon) always loses out to the bad boy
(Jace) • The unexpected benefits of the incest taboo •
What we can read between the lines of Alec and
Magnus’ European vacation • The importance of
friendship, art, humor, and rebellion • And more, from
the virtues of Downworlders to the naughty side of
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Shadowhunting

A Question of Choice
From the start of the U.S. war in Afghanistan in 2001
to the withdrawal of U.S. troops in 2014, Pakistan's
military cooperation was critical to the United States.
Yet Pakistani politics remain a source of anxiety for
American policymakers. Despite some progress
toward democratic consolidation over the last ten
years, Pakistan's military still asserts power over the
country's elected government. Pakistan's western
regions remain largely ungoverned and home to the
last remnants of al-Qaeda's original leadership as well
as multiple militant groups that have declared war on
the Pakistani state. The country's economy is in
shambles, and continuing tensions with India
endanger efforts to bring a durable peace to a region
haunted by the distant threat of nuclear war.
Pakistan's Enduring Challenges surveys the political
and economic landscape of Pakistan in the wake of
U.S. military withdrawal. Experts in the domestic and
international affairs of the region consider the
country's prospects from a variety of angles, including
security issues and nuclear posture, relations with
Afghanistan, India, and the United States, Pakistan's
Islamist movements, and the CIA's use of drone
warfare in Pakistan's tribal areas. This timely volume
offers a concise, accessible, and expert guide to the
currents that will shape the country's future.
Contributors: Christopher Clary, C. Christine Fair,
Daveed Gartenstein-Ross, Karl Kaltenthaler, Feisal
Khan, William J. Miller, Aparna Pande, Paul Staniland,
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Stephen Tankel, Tara Vassefi, Sarah J. Watson, Joshua
T. White, Huma Yusef.

Draw Your Weapons
Janet Warren Lane has been a Christian for 54 years,
a school teacher for 15 years, a minister's wife for 33
years, a mother of four grown and married children
who are all involved in ministry and/or missions, and a
grandmother of 8 and counting! For most of that time
she was unaware of Satan's most formidable weapon
used against Christians - Fiery Darts. Since becoming
aware of this weapon, Satan's motives for using it,
and how to wield the power of God's Word against it,
Janet's release from years of captivity has been
wondrously secured.Most people agree that negative
thinking can have a debilitating effect on a person's
life. But just knowing this does little to help combat
such thinking. By comparing negative thinking to the
weapon of fiery darts, Janet exposes the weapon and
the tactics used by Satan to manipulate. After the
weapon and its tactics are exposed, detailed
instructions are given as to how to counter-attack and
live life free from the bondage negative thinking can
impose.

A Discovery of Witches
The Skyborn
The victim of amnesia, a government agent must
recall her past before she has no future, in this fastPage 13/19
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paced novel of international suspense. Reprint.

The Argosy
The Speaker's Garland
Draws on family histories, interviews, and public
records to present an array of supernatural tales from
across the United States and Canada, including
famous families plagued by ghosts, benevolent
spirits, and college ghosts.

The Julie Kramer Collection #1
A collection of three page-turners in Julie Kramer’s
bestselling series featuring television reporter Riley
Spartz—for fans of Janet Evanovich and Sue Grafton.
Silencing Sam When a widely despised gossip
columnist is found shot to death, TV reporter Riley
Spartz must secretly investigate a case in which she
becomes the prime suspect. Amid murder, she
discovers news and gossip have more in common
than she ever imagined. Killing Kate Crime-solving
means high ratings for Minnesota TV reporter Riley
Spartz when she nails the culprit behind Silencing
Sam (“Sexy, sinister.” —Linda Fairstein). But the
stakes rise when Riley must piece together a serial
killer’s murderous motive for Killing Kate. Shunning
Sarah When Riley hears that a young boy is trapped
in a sinkhole located in the peaceful Amish farm
country outside Minneapolis, her reporter’s nose
catches the sweet odor of a TV sweeps piece. But not
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even Riley realizes just how big the story really is…

One Hundred Choice Selections
Slasher Films
Book one in the Time Travelers Series Sarah Flanney,
disguised as a male medic, follows her fiancé into the
Civil War. David Kish, a young man from 2014 winds
the hands of an old watch backwards and awakens in
his own house during the Civil War. He is taken
captive, but escapes taking Sarah as a hostage.
Sarah’s Choice takes the reader on a journey to days
ago when they discover that they had changed the
outcome of the Civil War. The story continues with
five sequels, Keeper of Her Love, Time’s Secret, Time
over Time, Timeless Love and Keeper of My Heart.
Editors Note: Many characters in this book have
accents and or different speech patterns. The author
has attempted to illustrate this phonically. These are
not spelling errors.

Bonny Kate
Follow THE WILDE TWINS in a twisted tale of love and
loyalty. . . SOULMATES (Wilde Twins, Book #3) As
young adults, Tania and Trevor attempt a fresh start
in terms of paying their debts to society. When the
siblings both find themselves in unfulfilling marriages,
they become increasingly drawn to each other for
comfort and solace. The profound evil from their past
is back to haunt them with a chilling reminder: You
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can get away with this, again Can Tania and Trevor
trust each other with fighting their inner demons, or
will they embrace their dark side to the bittersweet
end? Soulmates is the third and final installment in
the Wilde Twins series. Includes a sneak peek of Jess
C Scott's next thriller, Survival. *** WILDE TWINS
Books: Book 1 - Playmates Book 2 - Bedmates Book 3
- Soulmates Trilogy Box Sex (Books 1-3)--AVAILABLE
NOW! *** Praise for Jess C Scott and her awardwinning fiction: -Reviewer Top Pick at Night Owl
Reviews (2011) -Readers' Favorite Five Star Award
(2014) "Simultaneously truthful and eerie." -- Matt
Posner, author of School of the Ages "Through the
voices of these damaged twins, Jess C Scott takes
readers to a ride that is at once poignant and chilling.
With this thriller trilogy you may find yourself on a
roller-coaster you will not want to leave." -- Marie-Jo
Fortis, author of Chainsaw Jane "Intense and
magnetic. . .there is a symbiotic relationship between
Trevor and Tania that is almost hypnotic, as each tells
his or her side of the story. Warning: This work is not
for the faint of heart." -- Joe Perrone Jr., author of the
Matt Davis Mystery Series

The Complete Stephen King Encyclopedia
Weapon of Choice
Paper Roses (Texas Dreams Book #1)
Mount Hood, Oregon, is a beautiful, peaceful
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destination located about forty minutes outside
Portland. It stands like a sentinel, looking over its
kingdom below. In the warm months, as the sun sets,
there is an alpine glow, which makes the mountain
appear pink. Skiing is almost 365 days a year. That is,
until a murder so appalling is discovered by a hiker
and a Forest Service employee. This was not the first
murder of its kind, and it wont be the last. Across the
mountain, a web of murder and mystery is woven that
entangles all that get too close to the . . . Trail Stalker

The Diary of Sir David Hamilton
Ultimate Weapon
Democrahive is the government of the future, a
transnational government that emerges from the fires
of the Fifth World War. Under the leadership of 'the
board', the citizens of Democrahive all have jobs,
even if many do the jobs of one. Nearly all major
diseases like cancer have been cured and the
technological progress of humankind has never been
stronger. However, there are prices to be paid by the
citizen in this new political system, especially for men.
Doctor Simon Willdash is one such Democrahive
citizen, a microbiologist with the Secular-Washington
Department of Agriculture. When a radical animal
rights terrorist group unexpectedly unleashes a
recombinant virus upon the world, Doctor Simon
Willdash is called in by the board to save
Democrahive. Now all Simon has to do is convince
himself the system is worth saving.
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Companion Parrot Quarterly
Provides information on Stephen King's background,
published and unpublished works, and motion picture
adaptations, and includes interviews and indexes of
characters and places

Shadowhunters and Downworlders
Sarah's Choice
The attorney who represented the pro-choice side in
the Roe v. Wade Supreme Court case recounts the
story of her legal battle and victory and discusses the
political and religious right's attack on women's right
to choose
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